LOOKING TO TRANSFORM YOUR RETAIL?
Learn how we can help you improve your retail operations using StockBot.
Our StockBot robot allows you to take more frequent and accurate inventories with its camera vision
and RFID antennas for instant product localization. It’s easy to get started using StockBot, and a single
initial set-up is all that StockBot needs. There is no need to change your store and StockBot can be
used during store open hours. Improve in-store efficiencies through unsupervised inventory taking
and gather in-store intelligence to help you cut costs and reduce waste.

CONTACT US TODAY!
Contact us now to set up a demo or a pilot
stockbot@pal-robotics.com
www.pal-robotics.com/stockbot/

Since 2004, PAL Robotics has been leading
service robotics advancements to provide the
best value to its customers and increase
people’s quality of life. PAL Robotics has
solutions that are used worldwide for
industry, logistics, service and retail.
www.pal-robotics.com

DESIGNED, ENGINEERED AND MANUFACTURED

BY PAL ROBOTICS IN BARCELONA

STOCKBOT

by PAL Robotics

Keep your store as it is
Start working without any store modifications - a single initial set-up is all that
StockBot needs and it adapts to different
sized spaces automatically.

Produce more accurate
inventories

                            
                         
                            
  

     

Improve the accuracy of your inventory
and redistribute your team. Collect data at
any time and in any place - including in
stores during open hours.

Enhance in-store
operations



Improve efficiency for store teams by being
able to locate each product within seconds.
Get a real time view of stock with daily
control of misplacement and out of stock.

                       

Gather in-store
intelligence
Improve money-mapping strategies, store
floor management, shelf analytics and
planogram compliance. StockBot
generates data that meets your needs.

Improve customer
experience
Improve the speed and quality of the
multichannel shopping experience for
customers through reliable up-to-date
stock data available at all times.

Increase your revenue
Cut costs and reduce waste by having
accurate forecasts, a reduced inventory
and increased shopping demand accuracy.

Camera vision

“In recent years StockBot has been used
in supermarkets, apparel, sports retailers
and distribution centers around the
world, from Europe and Asia to the US.”

Operates autonomously

Instant localization

3D map

Certified solution

“StockBot has a strong background in
autonomous navigation, and has scanned
more than 10 billion items, performs more
than 20 inventories per week and has been
used in spaces from 100m2 to over
20,000m2.”

